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Seetlon 4-4: Step Funetions

Before proceeding into solving differential equations we should take a look at one more function.
without Laplace transforms it would be much more difficult to solve differential equations that involve
this function in q(t).

The function is the Heaviside function and is de-fined as,

,"(,)=11 ,,!,li

Here is a graph of the Heaviside function.

Heaviside functions are often called step functions. Here is some alternate notation for Heaviside
f u nctions.

. u, (t) = r(t - r') = H (t - c)

we can think of the Heaviside function as a switch that is off until t = c at which point it turns on and
takes a value of 1' so, what if we want a switch that will turn on and takes some other value, say 4, or -
7?

Heaviside functions can only take values of 0 or L, but we can use them to get other kinds of switches.
For instance, 4u"(t) is a switch that is off until t -- c and then turns on and takes a value of 4. Likewise, -
7 u"(t) will be a switch that will take a value of -7 when it turns on.

Now, suppose that we want a switch that is on (with a value of L) and then turns off at t = c. we can use
Heaviside functions to represent this as well. The following function will exhibit this kind of behavior.

, [l_o=l ift<ct_u.lt)=1,_,=O 
ift>c

Prior to f -- c the Heaviside is off and so has a value of zero. The function as whole then for t < c has a
value of 1' when we hit f = c the Heaviside function will turn on and the function will now take a value
of 0.
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We can also modify this so that it has values other than 1 when it is on. For instance,

3-3u"(t)
will be a switch that has a value of 3 until it turns off at t -- c.

We can also use Heaviside functions to represent much more complicated switches.

Example,l Write the following function (or switch) in terms of Heaviside functions.

f-q if t <6

125 if6<r<8
f ltl=1v \/ l16 if8<r<30

ll0 ifl>30
Solution
There are three sudden shifts in this function and so (hopefully) it's clear that we're going to need
three Heaviside functions here, one for each shift in the function. Here's the function in terms of
Heaviside functions.

f (t) = -4 +29uu(t)-ou,(t)- au,,(t)

It's fairly easy to verify this.

In the first interval, t < 6 all three Heaviside functions are off and the function has the value

f(r)=-+
Notice that when we know that Heaviside functions are on or off we tend to not write them at all as

we did in this case,

ln the next interval, 6 < | < 8 the first Heaviside function is now on while the remaining two are still
off, So, in this case the function has the value.

. f(t)=-4+29=25

In the third interval, 8 < I < 30 the first two Heaviside functions are on while the last remains off.
Here the function has the value.

f(t)=-4+29-9=16

In the last interval, / ) 30 all three Heaviside function are one and the function has the value.

"f(t)=-4+29-9-6=10

So, the function has the correct value in all the intervals.

All of this is fine, but if we continue the idea of using Heaviside function to represent switches, we really
need to acknowledge that most switches will not turn on and take constant values. Most switches will
turn on and vary continually with the value of f.

So, let's consider the following function.
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we would like a switch that is off until t = c and then turns on and takes the values above. By this we
meanthatwhen f =cwewantthe switchtoturn on andtakethe valueof f(o)and when t= c+4we
want the switch to turn on and take the value of f(4),etc, In other words, we want the switch to look
like the following,

Notice that in order to take the values that we want the switch to take it needs to turn on and take the
valuesof .f (t-c1l WecanuseHeavisidefunctionstohelpusrepresentthisswitchaswell, uslng
Heaviside functions this switch can be written as

s(r)= u,(t)y(r-c)

okay, we've talked a lot about Heaviside functions to this point, but we haven,t even toucheo on
Laplace transforms yet' So, let's start thinking about that. Let's determine the Laplace transform of (1).
Thisisactuallyeasyenoughtoderivesolet'sdothat. Plugging(1)intotheciefiniijonoftheLaplace
transform gives,

(l)
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Llu,(t)f (t -"))= Io "-',u,(r)f U -c)dt

= [i "-" f(,-c)at

Notice that we took advantage of the fact that the Heaviside function will be zero if f < c and 1otherwise' This means that we can drop the Heaviside function and start the integral at c instead of 0.Now use the substitution u = f - c and the integral becomes,

L{tr. (r) f g -, )} = J,, e-'t""t.1(u)dtt

= J- e-',,.-." ,f (u) au

The second exponential has no u's in it and so it can be factored out of the integral. Note as well that inthe substitution process the lower limit of integration went back to 0.

t {u, (t) f Q-r)} =.-"Jo-.-',.f (u)du

Now, the integral left is nothing more than the integral that we would need to compute if we were going
to find the Laplace transform of f(t). Therefore, we get the foilowing formura

Llu,(r)/ Q-'))=e-.,F(s) e\
In order to use (2) the function//t/ must be shifted by c, the same value that is used in the Heavisidefunction' Alsonotethatweonlytakethetransform of f(t) andnotf(t-c)l wecanalsoturnthisaround
to get a useful formula for inverse Laplace transforms.

4-'{e-"F(')}= r. Q) t( -c) (J)

we can use (2) to get the Laplace transform of a Heaviside function by itself. To do this we will considerthe function in (2) to be f(t) = J. Doing this gives us

C{u,Q)} = L{u,(r).1}= e-.'^C{r}= I .-., = 
.-""

JJ'

Putting all of this together reads to the foilowing two formuras.

rlu,(t)|=+ . 
{+} =u,(t)

Let's do some examples.

(4)
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Example 2 Find the Laplace transform of each of tf," tof fo*i.,g.
(a) s(r) = tlu,,(r)+z(t -6)' uuQ)-(7 -",r-',)"^(,)
@ f (t) - -t'u,(r)+ cos(r)a, (r)

lf ifr<5
1cyi(r)=].0 ^.(t t)l/'+3sinl---:l ift>5| \ro 2)

lt ifr<6
(d) /(/) = j

1-8+(r-6)'? ift>6
Solution
In all of these problems remember that the function MUST be in the form

u,(t)y(t-c)
before we start taking transforms. lf it isn't in that form we will have to put it into that form I

tat g(r) =tltt,.(t)+z(t -6)' uu\-(l -e',-',)uo(t)

So, there are three terms in this function. The first is simply a Heaviside function and so we can use
(4) on this term. The second and third terms however have functions with them and we need to
identify the functions that are shifted for each of these. In the second term it appears that we are
using the following function,

"f(t)=2,' :) t(t-o)=2(t-6)'
and this has been shifted by the correct amount.

The third term uses the following function,

f (t)=7-e-3' + t(t-+)=7-e-3('-4) -7-et2-3,
which has also been shifted by the correct amount.

with these functions identified we can now take the transform of the function.

G(s) = 
loe-r2" 

*.-n ':j3,l---(Z- | ).*,\ / ,s t:+t \s s+3)-
_ loe-r2" 

+ 
t2e{" _[t _ , )"*,s s'*' (s s+3J"

{u) ./(t) - -t'r,(r)+ cos(r)ir. (r)

This part is going to cause some problems. There are two terms and neither has been shifted by theproper amount' The first term needs to be shifted by 3 and the second needs to be shifted by 5, So,
since they haven't been shifted, we will need to force the issue. we will need to add in the shifts, and
then take them back out of course. Here they are.
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"f Q) = -(, -t + 3)' u.(r) + cos(r - s + s)u,Q)

Now we still have some potential problems here. The first function is still not really shifted correctly,
so we'll need to use

(a + b)' = Q' + 2ab + bz

to get this shifted correctly.

The second term can be dealt with in one of two ways. The first would be to use the formula
cos (a + b) = cos (a) cos (b) - sin (a) sin (6)

to break it up into cosines and sines with arguments of t-5 which will be shifted as we expect, There
is an easier way to do this one however. From our table of Laplace transforms we have #15 and using
that we can see that if

s(r)=cos(r+5) = s(r-S)=cos(r-5+5)

This will make our life a little easier so we'll do it this way.

Now, breaking up the first term and leaving the second term alone gives us,

-f (r) =- ({, - :)' + 6 (r - 3) + e) z. (r) + cos (r - s + s) a, (r)

okay, so it looks like the two functions that have been shifted here are

s(r)= t2 +6t +9

g(r)=cos(r+5)
Taking the transform then gives,

r(s) = -(i.:.i).'' .['.".,:/- 
i'",r, ;"-,.

It'smessy,especiallytf,ur".*Aterm,butthereitis. Also,donotgetexcitedaboutthe cos(5) and

sin (5). They are just numbers.

Ito ifr<5
(c)li(r)=], ^.(t t)It' +3sinl --- | if I > 5

[ [10 2)

This one isn't as bad as it might look on the surface. The first thing that we need to do is write it in
terms of Heaviside functions.

h(')= ta +3u,(r)sinf +-iI\/ \10 2)

= ra +3us(r)sin (*,, -rr)

2t7
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Since the t/ is in both terms there isn't anything to do when we add in the Heaviside function. The

only thing that gets added in is the sine term. Notice as well that the sine has been shifted by the
proper amount.

All we need to do now is to take the transform.

ar l(,h)e-'.F1(s)=l* ^-- 
-

\ / ,s, ,, + (+).

_ 24 * *e-5"
st st +fr

(t ift<6
tat ,f (t)= j -rl

[-8+(t-6)- if't>6

Again, the first thing that we need to do is write the function in terms of Heaviside functions.

.f (t) =r * (-s - t + (t- o)')2. (r)

We had to add in a "-8" in the second term since that appears in the second part and we also had to
subtract a t in the second term since the t in the first portion is no longer there. This subtraction of
the t adds a problem because the second function is no longer correctly shifted. This is easier to fix

than the previous example however,

Here is the corrected function,
I .r\

f (t) =r + (-a - (t - 6 + 6) + (r - e)' )u,(t)

= r + (-t-(r - 6)-6 + (r - o)')rr, (r)
a | , .1\

= / + (-l 4-lt - 6) + (r -e )- )u,lt)

So, in the second term it looks like we are shifting

g(r)= 12 -t-14

The transform is then,

2t8

Without the Heaviside function taking Laplace transforms is not a terribly difficult process provided we

have our trusty table of transforms. However, with the advent of Heaviside functions, taking transforms

can become a fairly messy process on occasion.

So, let's do some inverse Laplace transforms to see how they are done,
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Example J Find the inverse Laplace transform of each of the following.

(a) H('s)=r--tt-
1rs+2)(s-2)
5e-6\ _3e-rr.\

(b) G(r) =-;--\ ' (s+2)(.s'+9)

-/ \ 4s+e-t
(c, f (i)\ / (s-t)(s+Z)

3s + 8e-20" - 2se-" + 6e-t'
1d) G(s)= ,,1r"1

Solution
All ofthesewill use(3) somewhereintheprocess. Noticethatinordertousethisformulathe
exponential doesn't really enter into the mix untilthe very end. The vast majority of the process is

finding the inverse transform of the stuff without the exponential,

Intheseproblemswearenotgoingtogointodetail onmanyoftheinversetransforms. lfyouneeda
refresher on some of the basics of inverse transforms go back and take a look at the previous section.

-,1rsp
lal H(s)=----?,_, __\_, 

(3r+Z)(s_z)

In light of the comments above let's first rewrite the transform in the following way.

H(s)=e-o', f' , =e-o'F(s)\/ (3s+2)(s-2) \/

Now, this problem really cornes down to needing//t/. So, let's do that. We'll need to partial fraction
F(s) up. Here's the partial fraction decomposition.

F(s)= A * B
\ / 1s+2 s-2

Setting numerators equal gives,

s = l(s-2)+ B(3s+2)

We'll find the constants here by selecting values of s. Doing this gives,

s=2 2=88 - .a=l
4

228rrr=-- -----.4 + .4--3334

the oartial fraction decomoosition become

219
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F(s)= ,4 '. - 4

3(s+{) s_2

Noticethatwefactoreda3outofthedenominatorinordertoactuallydotheinversetransform. 
The

inverse transform of this is then,

-f (t)=L"-I *!0",,

Now, let's go back and do the actual problem. The original transform was,

H(s)= e-o"F(s)

Note that we didn't botherto plug in F(s), There really isn't a reason to plug it back in, Let,s just use
(3) to write down the inverse transform in terms of symbols. The inverse transform is,

h(t)=u^(t)f(t-+)
where, //t/ is,

'f (')=l' * **"'

This is all the farther that we'll go with the answer. There really isn't any reason to plug in//f/ at thispoint. lt would make the function longer and definitely messier. We will give almost all of-our
answers to these types of inverse transforms in this form,

(b) G(s)= 5e-6.r _ 3e-ttr

(s+2)(s'?+e)

This problem is not as difficult as it might at first appear to be. Because there are two exponentials
we will need to deal with them separately eventually. Now, this might lead us to conclude that the
best way to deal with this funct'ion is to split it up as follows,

c(s)=,*"1.,*,ft14 -"-,'" (s+2)(s'+e)

Notice that we factored out the exponential, as we did in the last example, since we would need to do
that eventually anyway' This is where a fairly common complication arises. Many people will call the
firstfunction F(s)and the second function H(s)andthen partialfraction both of them.

However, if instead of just factoring out the exponential we would also factor out the coefficient we
would get,

Upon doing this we can see that the two functions are in fact the same function. The only difference
,ll do these problems is to first notice
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thatbothoftheexponentialshaveonlyconstantsascoefficients. InsteadofUreat ingthingtuptl*'r,
we will simply factor out the whole numerator and get,

G(s)=(5.*' -3"-"');-J, 
^ 

=(5e-o, -3e-,',)F(s)\ / (s+2)(s'+9) \

and now we willjust partial fraction F1sl.

Here is the partial fraction decomposition.

F(,)=3.H
Setting numerators equal and combining gives us,

t= A(s' +9)+(s+ 2)(as+c)

= (A +B)s' + (Zn + C) s +9A +2C

Setting coefficient equal and solving gives,

.rt: ,q+B=0)

.r': zB+c=ol = .q=L, g=-4. c,=Z
so:9A+2C=tl 13 13' 13

Substituting back into the transform gives and fixing up the numerators as needed gives,

F(s) = !(l-* -j*2)
l3\s+2 s'+9 )

_t(t s 2+ )- t3[".2-s19-11eJ

As we did in the previous sectbn we factored out the common denominator to make our work a little
simpler. Taking the inverse transform then gives,

.f (t ) =*|.*-'' - cos (3r ) + ]sin (lr) l"\/ 13\ J )

At tr'ir point we can go back and start thinking about the original problem.

c(s) = (5e*" -3e-' ") r (r)

= 5e*"F (s) _ 3e-r,..F (s)

We'll also need to distribute the F/s/ through as well in order to get the correct inverse transform.
Recallthat in orderto use (3) totakethe inversetransform you must have a single exponential times
a single transform, This means that we must multiply the F/s/ through the parenthesis. We can now
take the inverse transform.

s(t) = su,(t) f (t -6)-3u,,(t) y (t -n)
wnere,

221
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1. (,) =*(.'' - cos(rr) n ?r'" 
1r,1)

,rn/\4s+e-'(cl ,lqlsl=-:--:-\ / (s-l)(s+2)

ln this case, unlike the previous part, we will need to break up the transform since one term has a
constant in it and the other has an s. Note as well that we don't consider the exponential in this, only
its coefficient. Breaking up the transform gives,

r(s)=- +-.*.-",,J-=c(s)+e-'.H(s)(s-l)(s+2) (s-l)(s+2) \ /

We will need to partial fraction both of these terms up. We'll start with Gfs/.

''' \ A Bo(s,|=.rJ*.r*2

Setting numerators equal gives,

4s= A(s+2)+B(s-l)

Now, pick values of s to find the constants.

s=-2 -8=-38 ;, ^a=9
3

,s=f 4=3A + 1=!
3

So 6/s/ and its inverse transform is,

- c(")=*.*
4,8_,,g(l)=-e'+re-''

Now, repeat the process for H(s).

F/(s)=+.+s-l s+2

Setting numerators equal gives,

t=l(s+2)+B(.r-t)

Now, pick values of s to find the constants.
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s=-2 l=-38 3 B---:
J

s=l l=3A = ,q=!
3

So H/s/ and its inverse transform is,
ll

H(s)= 3 - 3

s-l s+2
l,l-r,

h(t\=le --e\/ 3 3

Putting all of this together gives the following,

r (') = c (s) + e-'H (s)

f (r)= s(/)+ u,(t)h(t-t)
wnere,

g(r) = 1"' n 
I 
"-" and h(t)=].' -1.-".5JJJ

^, \ 3s+8e-20'-2se-" +6e-t'
to, \rlJr=-\ / s'(s+3)

This one looks messier than it actually is. Let's first rearrange the numerator a little.

^ t \ 
r(3-2e-")+(te-to' + 6e-t')U(.J=E

In this form it looks like we carr break this up into two pieces that will require partial fractions. When

we break these up we should always try and break things up into as few pieces as possible for the
partial fractioning. Doing this can save you a great deal of unnecessary work. Breaking up the

transform as suggested above gives,

G (,s) = (: - ze-" )-l--- * (8e-'o' + 6e-" )'-f-. r \ ,rs(s+3) \-- /s,(s+3)

= (3- 2e-") r(r)+ (a"-'' + ee--) n(s)

Note that we canceled an s in F/s/. You should always simplify as much a possible before doing the

oartial fractions,

Let's partial fraction up F/s,/ first.

r(")= 4.+
. S S+J

numerators equal

223
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l= A(s+3)+Bs

Now, pick values of s to find the constants.

s=-3 l=-38
3

s=0 l=3A
3

So F(s/ and its inverse transform is,

tl
F(s)= 3 

- l
s s+3

f (r) =l_*"-,,
JJ

Now partial fraction H/s/.

H(r)= !.4*+
s s' s+3

Setting numerators equal gives,

l= ls(s+3)+B(s+3)+Cs2

Pick values of s to find the constants.

s=-3 l=9C = C=]
9

s=0 l=38
J

s=l l=4A+48+C=44+D = ,q=_!9g
So, H(s) and its inverse transform is,

11(r)=-i.+.+
.r .s' s+3

I I l_.,h(t)=-_+-t+-e
93 9

Now, let's go back to the original problem, remembering to multiply the transform through theparenthesis.

G (s) = 3,n (s)_ 2e-,'F (s)+ ge-20,H (s) + 6e-,,.r/ (s)

Taking the inverse transform glves,

s(t) =zt (t)-2u,(t) f (t _3)+8u,oQ)n(t _20)+ 6u,(t) n(t _t)
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so' as this example has shown, these can be a somewhat messy. However, the mess is really only thatof notationandamountofwork' Theactual partial fractionworkwasidentical totheprevioussectionswork' The main difference in this section is we had to do more of it. As far as the inverse transformprocess goes' Again, the vast majority of that was identical to the previous section as well.

so, don't let the apparent messiness of these problems get you to decide that you can,t do them.Generally, they aren't as bad as they seem initially.
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